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For consistency we italicize book titles and direct quotations from poems and use quotation marks for the titles of poems. Reviews should be left justified, singled spaced with a double space between paragraphs. Keep in mind that your readers may be first learning about this book from your review. Quotations are always good. If they are more than three lines long, indent them with the original line breaks kept intact. If fewer lines are quoted within your text, indicate line breaks by a slash mark. Cite which poem the quotation comes from either within the body of a sentence or in parentheses after the quotation. Reading some previous reviews on the OPA website is a good idea.

Reviews can be about 1-3 pages, depending on your energy and enthusiasm. Best to stay on the brief side (500-750 words).

At the end of the review, double space and then insert a brief bio.

Reviewer Bio:

Alexander Q. Galsworthy is a poet living and working in . . . . . (about 100 words)

You can use the same one after each of your reviews.

Attach a JPEG of the author’s cover. You can usually find on their website or on Amazon.